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-Problem'

'4

SUMMARY

ti

%
r

,.

.

Preparation of lesson materials for tomputer-based instruction :.

ii a time-consuming task reqpIring specia_skills. Authori mast,

usually develop fhe lesson nlieeNs:t cre-iie--Thiffda_oterall -strategy,

.2 -.....
= eirerta_ for mastery of in ividual-IlUca segments, etc:

Once -may to reduce this,workigad and'uhke lessoa.gregaraeion less

. costly and time -consu4tiglionld-be to develop authoring -aids, such as

-an instructional strategy whiC-1-todld be applied universally:,Iiirespective
-,
of subject matter. This strategy miiiii,7-then be preprogrammed and packaged

__ as a"driver" available for general use. The driver would p'rovide the_....

branching, routing and record-keeping fUnctionvnecessarf-r6716s-gon

- gresenta.luu. ----7mtbors- PaTI-e-SEcias- could' ttiatioolidelZrZtemprepara-

tion of content compatible with.the nature of the driver.

,
?

Objectives.- °

,

ti

The objectives Of this research were to develop a techniqiie.to facilitate

creating computerKbased instruction.(CBI) with a minimum of effort on the

pare of thp authorfcoder, and to investigate the feasibility of;

Ior this purpose, using a structure which puts.dontrol of lesson stra-

tegy into thehand6 of the student-learner.

Approach .

.`,The.eseg-atial-aspects of a learner control lessoriwere seen to be

*AprOposto development of a driver. The breakdow\of content into.

-tales, examples, and practice problems for. each objective, with provisions

for student selection of the basis of type of content, relieves the author

'of strategy selection. -A model using'this format was de,ieloped-fOr use

CR=the PLATO' IV system. The utilitY,of the model was then tested by pre-

paring instruction in two different application , use of a multimeter'

to measure resistance and current flow, and recipe conversion for mess

*managemenf specialists. These lessons were'then tested using students

for whom theqe materials were essential parts-of the r school instruction.

Their performance was obierva-and-Ebiiria-reff-ff-tair-.5 othey-gtamm-pstng -

tbeirregular modp,of instruction.'
.

Results

TheutiIity.of the model was demonstrated by haViIig authors prepare t

lessons which made considerable demands on the model structure Two

of the authors-so involved had minimal exposure to the'sdeve went of

the model and to authoring on-the PLATO IV system. Stu tle 8,using

these instructional IessonS were compared to these using the %r'regular

modes of, instruction. Their test performance -d not dif sigii -

ficantly. Moreover, the students using the lla er c or modelof.

act-- 1

. .

.0/
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_

.instructioft appeared to be highly motivated 'and generaly enthusiastic
about their experience. In the case where computercbased instruction
was compared to classroom instruction they experienced a very consider-
able savings in training time.r

The time required to develop the lessons for mess mapiagement.% ,

specialists were found to be significantly less per hour of in-
struction time than the time required by other authors prepar-
ing CBI lessons of comparable difficulty., -

Conclusions

1

1

This project demonstrated,that the use of an authoring aid can indeed
-save tithe over other methods of lesson paparation -rats of
computer-based instruction. The use of a 'universal" driver to control
lesson strategy eliminated a major part of the.task of lesson.prepara-
tion, offering a significant savings in both author training and lesson
preparation time.

if
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.
IMTRODUCTION

*.Problem

?reparation of Tesscm _for r computer-based instruction (CBI)

is a.time-clonsuraing_task requiring -special.' skills. Several elements are

involved. Authors must decide an a lesson strategy, prepare the subject

-material to fit the.strategy, develop mastery criteria,_ develop- the,

coding, debug t lesson from both a strategy and Content 'standpoint, try

it out on studen s, and finally revise the strategy and content based on

experience with he lesson. One way to reduce this workload and make lesson

t. preparation iesslicostly.and,time-consuming'Would be to develop authoring'aids,

such ab an instrtktional strategy which could be applied universally, ir-

respective of subject matter. This Strategy might then be preprogrammed and

packaged as a "dr er" available for general-uSeTh--&-driver mould--provzide_

the branching, rou in'g, and record- keeping functions neeessari to lesson

presentation. Aut rs of CBI lessons could.then concentrateon-preParation

of content compatib evith,the nature of the-driver.-
.

.9

Objective
OS.

_Learner control, idh puts. lesson strategy in the `hands of the student,

is particularly aprqpo to the development of a driver and is of intense

as a method oiVinstrution. The major requirement of the driver

is to be responsiVe-to 6he student's choices. The student must select his

own instructional path7o -strategy and decide when he has achieved mastery.

The author's.responsibili y becomes one of preparing adequately instructive

content in-a form.compati le with the driver function.

The objectives'ofthis'research, then Were to develop a technique to

facilitate cresting cOmputebaseclinstruCtion (CBI) with a minimumLoLeffbrt-

on the part of the author/coder,-44-to inVe&tiigate.the-teasibiliEY of using

a structure which puts corktroL-of-lesson-S-tirategy into the hands of tt%student.

Background -
f

-The hypothesis that' learners should. be given control of lesson strategy

traces its origins td experiments conducted by Hager and his associates in

.the-early 1960s (Mager, 1961; Mager & McCann, 19.61; Mager & Clark, 1963).

Their findings indicated that students given. complete control of lesson

.strategy-not only had a better learning experience but also completed train-

ing in a,shorter time han students Whose learning was controlled by teachers.

At about'the same time`; Evans, Glaser, and Homme (1960) presented researchers

th a conundrum which remains unsolved at this.writing: What should'be

p sented-first, rules or.examples?

Ga e' (1970) propoSed t-fit'lesson materials.be presented according to

rather gid hierarchical constructs. His theorems-require that authors

aialyze t e relationships of the lesson objectiveso asking-themselves what
f
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the learner must know in order t chievethis new task given instruction
only. Further, his theorems quire materials within objectives,to be ,'.
pr#sentedso that the student can first make associations, then discrimina-
'dons, and finally recognize the rule(s) governing theconstruct-being
presented. Gagne' ;agrees with other authors (e.g., Stolurow, 1955) that
lesson materials should be adaptive; that is; they should rive to the
next logical step as-soon as the learner has demonstrated mastery. How-
ever, such advances Would presumably be controlled by the 'author on the

basis of criterion testing rather than bythe student.

4. Oae point that Gagne' makeS.quite strongly 'is .that learaing'depends upon ,

events in the learner's external environment: Since these events cannot
necessarily'be controlled by either the student or the teacher, the ques
that arises is whether the student wh3 experienc s Ehem.or the_teacher,wh_
Tresumes!--them-ii-better able to-assess them. -

, \
Perhaps the most persuasive literature on'the subject of learner ,contro

da that prepared by Merrill and his associates (Merrill, 19734 Merrill &
Boutweli, 1973)., Merrill(19735 stated that Strategy and content are
Andependent,st,least to the extent that what is to be. taught is indepen-
dent of-howit'is'to be taught. If, then,'oneyere to provide astandard-.
izedistrategyor strategies which would have wide,'perhaps universal
application, the task of the individual author could be reduced to de-
velOping, encoding, debugging, and revising, content only, a considerable
saving over the full task. One such strategy is offered by Merrill.
Giving control of lesson strategy to the student is an instructional device
which relieves the author of concera,for strategy, and permits development
Of a lesson model in which tie author's sole concern is in developing
the approiltiate content.

The Merrill papers were based largely on theoretical constructs, which
formed the. theoretical basis for the development of the Time-Shared Inter-,
active Computer Controlled Instructional Television (TICCIT) system. This
system is being used operationally at Northern Virginia Community College,
Jhoenix,Jdniortollege, North Island.NavalAir Station at San-Diego; and
Erigham Yourd-UniversitY. -

. ,

1,,
.

In a comprehensive review of previous research on learner control, Judd,
O'Neil, and Spelt (1974) ,raised,serious questions about. the methods used
and the influence of, uncontrolled variabies.I They stated fdrther that learner
control can mean very) different things to different people. Even the TICCIT
system puts many, restrictions on the learner, such as prerequisite lesson
objectives and prerequisite criteria /or content selection. HoweVer, in
spite of their objections, there appears to be a wealth of research indicat-
ing some advantage for learner control,,-,at least from a motivational, if not
a performance, standpoint.'

Research on learner control originated.at the NaVal Personnel and Training,
Research Laboratory OPTRL), San Diego in the early 1960s. (NPTRL and the
Naval' Personnel Research'and Develdpment Laboratory, Washington, were merged

2



in 1973 to form the y Personnel Research and Development.Centex).

Initial efforts were di ected at adaptive as opposed to linear programming,

but adaptive only to the\ xtent that students were branched past linearly

programmed materials as so as they demonstrated mastery. Later research

(Slough, Ellis, & Lahey, 19 ; ;Ilurlock, 1972; McCann, Lahey, & Hurlock,

1973) gave students more cont 1 reflecting increased awaipness of the I
advantage of student participat n in selection of materials.

4
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PROCEDURE

Late in 1973,'a beginning was made on a lea'rner control model along

lines largely consistent with Merrill's propositions. The following

prescriptions were adhered to in developing this model:

'V 1. The

'selecti the

I

tude t should havg complete control of theorder in which he

ess n1 segments or objectives.

2. Having selected an objective to study, the'student should have

complete. freedom of choice of type oftcontent (i.e., rules, examples, and

practice problems) for that oBjectIve.

3. HaVing selected a type of content, the student should have complete

freedom-of choice as to the level of difficulty (easy, medium, or hard) of

the materials presented.

4. The'final lesson segment, the lesson quiz, should be available as

an,option. That is, the student should be able to take it at any time,

omit it if he chooses, or repeat it if desired..

skeleton strategy (driver) and content sections were developed for'

delivering lessons on the PLATO IV System. This system; an interactive,

'general-purpose system as described by Bitter & JohnSon "(1971), is flexible

and fairly easily programmed, offering authors the opportunity to create

materials with few prerequisite constraints. A photo of a PLATO IV terminal

is preiented as Figure 1. Using a dummy lesson, the paradigm was examined '

for its utility and feasibility.

10

5
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Figitre 1. Student terminal.
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The original model'clearly indicated that preparing separate strategy
and content sections for a CBI lesson wNeleasible for the PLATO IV:Sy0teM.
The strategy section was reasonably economical, in terms of-hoth'the amount .

of computer storage required and the rapid, cogent response to learner selec-
tion of content.

_
,

. .

r ----
.....,,,,....

Durj.ng 7114, the model was used to prepgre lessons-in two .fields: U.)

using a multimeter to measure electrical resistance and current flow, nd

.(2) using the mathematics of converting standardized Navy recipes to it

messes of widely differdht sizes. The multimeter lessons became the primary

, development vehicle and exposed several weaknesses in the original model
/ which required changes in the driverand content formats. The recipe conversion

-lessons, which were developed later by authors who had had no previous
experieoce with the model, also exposed some weaknesses. Thus; during the

course of lesson developMent, the model Underwent signifioant'changes, although

the basic paradigm remained the same.

& 4 Initial tryoutsdndicated 'that students did not appreciate or understand

the options availablL Thus, revisions were made to the introduction and to

the form of the presentations used. Even during the'research effort which
followed, when many students (74 multimeter students, 40 recipe conversion
students) were using the lessons, some shortcomings in the driver were evident
and minor adjustments were required. However, results of these efforts, as.
reported by Lahey, Crawford, & Hurlock, 1975; and-Fredericks, & Hoover-Rice,

in press, indicate that authors are able to develop meaningful lessommaterials
.

in the form required by the model. Further,, for both types of subject matter,
learner control of lesson strategy proved to be an effective mode of Computer-

based instruction.
..

. ,
.

. In the multiZeter study, there was.no significant difference in performance

on laboratory tests and module examinati,ons between students taking the Multi-.:

meter, lessons via CBI and others using regular individualized,instruction
techniques. The CBI students took longer to finish the modules than the
regular students, partly because of the time required to get acquainted with

the new training mode, and partly dug to.±ncreased opportunity for (simulated),

practice. -'
e'-

7 i,

In the_reape conversion study, experimental (CBI) students with 4 hours

of instruction e'bored as well on final examinations as controls who received

28 hours orclaseroom inst ion. This represented a highly significantt ----.-savings in training time. is also important to-mite that this test
...

.

population included a large proportion of average aptitude trainees. As

to the author requirements for lesson,preparation, Fredericks and Hoover -Rice

were able to prepare their lesson materials with a minimum of gladance from
the model developers, and to complete their lesson materials in less time

)than was required by authors using more conventional techniques (77 hours
per hour of instruation=asopposed to.315 hours per-hour):'

r 12
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The final versi.on of the rodel, which was' developed upon the conclusion

of these. research efforts in January of1975, is de-scribed in the following
section. -
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1,41INER CONTROL MODEL

'Basic Premises
.

The major premise usain developing, the learner control_modelWas
that lesson content and lesson strategy are independent functians; so that
a common instructional' strategy can be used to present CBI lesson Materials

for a wide, perhaps limitlessi, variety of subject matters. This common
instructional strategy,'which would inclUde all control and record-keeping
functions, would allow the author to concentrate on the development of
instructional pontent,-

Minor premises were:

1. Once the lesson content had been prepared, encoding the lesson
should not require intimate know/edge of 'he computer language but only
the basic ability toledit cdde, in this i Lance the TUTOR language.

. .

2. Authors using the model for development of their own lessons should
learn the operations required (excepting, of 'con*, how to editfthe TUTOR
language) from content within the model rather than having to look to an

external source. - 14

Format

The strategy section of the lesson --is segregated within three blocks
of the model, which ate identified as the "driver.',', All Units essential,
to controlling lesson strategies are contained in these three blocks,
cluding those for the basic branching and record-keeping functions, and for
accessing units of the content gentian: sTo accomplish this latter function,'
the basic units within the content section have'specified labels.

Lesson materials consistof three types of content (rules, examples,tand
practice problems) at riirbe levels of difficulty (easy, medium, and hard);

seeFigure The medium level of diffiPulty is aimed at the,"average"-
student; easy, at those having trouble with meditii level materials; and hard,
at those ready foran approach involving the use of technical terms. The

hardItvel is frequently Omitted. e

The model format calls*.for rules to be,subsuted within single .units '

for each level of difficulty.. Thus, Unit."ezru' contains ,the easy-to-read

rules; Unit "medru," the mediui rules; and Unit-"hdru," the rules involving

techniCal.terms.. On .the other hand, becauseeaciilexamPle set may include

.
many examplesi. examples for each level of diffieuity are subsumgd within

400a.8ingle unit. Thus, the easy examples' for Objective 1 are 'Subsumed

, within Unit "ezinl, "; examples, within Unit !'iml.,".; and hard examples,

'within Unit "hdinl."

411

44
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An introduction used to indoctrinate students occupies the initial

blocks of the model lesson. It tells the student what to expect and how.

to use the model and is as instructive to new authors as it is to students.

In ,instructional lessons, the introduction should not be physically located

in'the author's bases lesson. If will usually be put elsewhere, followed

by ,a jumpout to the base. Leeson.

The last part of the model contains special units used to demonstate

special features and to display the paths students take through their lessons.

Most lessons will be similarly constructed, in that authors will add special

units to provide graphics and other illustrative ptesentations to supplement

the text contained in the basic content units, and to see what students

actually do in using their lessons.'
. ,

Functional Characteristics

Access to Content

Access to content is Controlled by two key units which direct the

.student's responses and accept his chdice,of materials. One unit lets him

choose an objective from-ad index of the subject matter, (Figure 3) the

second shows'whilgh keyto press for the various types of content.

The student accesses the various types of content via touch panel or

keypress. A table.of key functi ?ns (preiented at the bottom of the plasma-:

screen) is, displayed at all times except when the student is referring to

s he index page or an ing a problem. As shown ,in Figure 4, it offers -.7.

%the student his, choice f rule, example, or.ptracice; easy, medium, or hard' .

versions of each; and elps and superhelps. The gtpdent can either press

the key indicted-*(see keyboard, Figure 5), on-touch the block on the Screen

with identifies the key function. Both'options are available at all times

during the lesson. , .

Selection of Type of Content and Level of Difficulty

After the student has selected the subject he wants to study from the

index page, he is'branched tg an expanded statement of the learning objective..

When properly worded, the statement is a behavioral description of what he

will be able to do upon completing the study of that lesson segment. From

the objective "page," the student chooses, a content' category; i.e., rule,

example,,orpractice (see Figure 6).

with

selecting Ehe,desired category.of

-
content', the student is presented with an item at the medium-Avel of dff- "&;

ficulty He can then change the level of difficulty. to easy or hard or back .

to medium as he desires. .

'15
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...AcCesi of Special Units

Special units are used to ekpand the capabilities of the model.
'Whereas the basic content units have .specified labels and a -Awritec-
format, special units may have any format and label the author desires.
The branching, commands required to access special units are placed within

-content units. The driver handles their accession by accessing the conteni
unit. Using special -units, authors conversant with TUTOR coding can, create
lessons to fit almOst any'instrUctional requirement,

Instance Sequencing -.

*

Since examples and practice problems differ only as to their expository/
inquisitory nature, the facts pertaining to a_-particular instance may often
be used,in either form. The model therefore calls for a file of instances
toserve both as examples and practice prOblensA Access to individual '
instancesis controlled by indexing a counter. All files recycle (return
tothe first instance) after presenting the last instance. --

:'. !
; __.

Answer Processing .

, .. j
I,.,

.

A five-part, multiple- choice format has been chosen ad-a standard format

for practice problems. In keWng with the rest of the model; it uses a
-writec- command to present the multiple- choice' response alternatives. ,Units
in the ,driver scramble the presentation of alternatives.;prepared by the author
so that the correct answer, inserted as the first altehativeby the author,'
may appear on the screen-in,alay one-of'five alternative positions. The

driver units identify theeCorrect ansWei, 'so that appropriate fdedback-can
be,given to, the student when he responds. In the standard format,,leedback

Consists of either, "No. Try again'.," Or,"Very good!" -

. Authors who wish to use other than the five-paftmultiplelchoice format
/

snbstitute their own_sliecial units for the standard units: Figure 7 shows

a c6nstrucied response practice problem used in'thelultimetet lesapn,,with'
apptopriate feedback for the response indicated,' , . - , 3

Z1 = * .

,

Overwrites

Screen iodations have been dedicated to alleviate th Aroblem ef"oVet,-

writes. As for other portions of the model, authors who:arewilling t6
make their,own provisions to prevent Overwrites Call modifythe space pto-7

to fit their materials. .Such modifications need"nOt affect the
xdriverfunctions.

.

4. 1
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. DISCUSSION
A

:The-constructs used to develop the model are derived from the premises

.stated by Merrill (1973). The model is' designed for developing lessons,

in which learner control of lesson strategy is accepted as an advantageous

mode of instruction for both the learner and the author of the instructional

lesson. Individuals desiring to develop learnpr control lessons on the

PLATO IV system may copy the model into their own lesgon spaces and then

insert their own lesson materials.

Hilie paradigm used, to develop this particular model has much in common

-.with that beingused to develop lessons for the TICCIT systdia. Since the

model is_not hardware limited, it could have been developed for the IBM

1500 system as easily as for the PLATO IV system.'' Further, 'it doesn't

depend heavily on system Configuration or software. Thus, the basic lessaR

structure could easily be applied on any number of hardware Systems.
, .

1,es n "learner ", the learner control model, makes no special deuhnds

e capabilities of the PLATO IV system. It uses the hardware.and scift-Q

re. capabilities available. The courseware which makes,up a learner control

lesson 'requires no special expertise. However, PLATO users familiar

with the problems of adequate extended core storage may encounter one

problem: -The driver(three blocks) must be attached to all parts of

the lesson,so that, lessons requiring several lesson spaces may require

extra, extended core storage. There are no data with which to eV4Uste_

the net effect. --It may be less-or greater than. 'lessons.notuSing-learner

control, but the. problem is worth,tentpnidg. On systems where the driver

could. be developed as a subroutine, the problem would not exist. ,

The development,of rules, examples,\ and practice'ProbletS for learner

Control lessons witll be a function of the type of material being presented.

Some-lesson mafrials will require little more than teXt,.andihence, d

minimi departure from the basic lesson. format. -Others will-require fiord.

The flexibility to accommodate diverse materials is very MOdh.,:a part of

the "learner" concept.;' Nothing in the driver or content "sections of:the model

precludes the developMent ofl'extremelyiy displays, constructed

response problets,IRr otter,complex instructional modes. What an author

does is. entirely up,to him. Same indicationOf.the,fletibility of The model 'is
set forth the lesson "itself in the form .of "Stand-ihitCatitett. AdditiOnil

data may be obtained by examining one of the muitimetdeOr'rec;Pe::::600.VerSi*;::-:

lessons dev loped for :tie PLATO IV system.. Both, the timeteX "arid recipe =
conversion 1 ss depended on graphicti forcanfent OtesentatiOn;-patticularlyr.

the former.--
in .texr:

u

eloping- these materials was a, good bteti beyond simply replaor
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS.

On the basis of NA*USRANDCEN experience with the muttimeter and
recipe conversion lessons,. this model is recommended as a way to create
CBI lessons. It Sou1d not only reduce CBI development time and.provide
meaningful instruction to students, but also'Play,some part in bringing
the economics of CBI lesson development within reasonable bound. The
two adv.antages ofthe model are that it (1) provides a vehicle fOr learner
control of lessOn strategies and (2) frees the authors of the necessity
for strategy development and testing. There are 1r) decision points to be
considered, no mastery criteria to be developed.%These become the
responsibility of the student, and interestingly enough, he usually makes
rational if not optimal decisions.

Although the concepts of developing CBI lesson in which the strategy
cand content sections are completely independent providing learner

control both have been successfully demonstrated, 'need for additional
research is indicated.* NAVPERSRANDCEN currently, is using the multimeter
lessons as a vehicle for evaltating the effectiveness of learner control.
The learner control mode will be compared to, progkammed control' by ,stib

stituting.a normative programmed driver for the learner control driver in
one set of dultimeter lessofi materials. At the same time, another comparison
will test-the effect of telling the student what he should do via an "advisor"
which uses the same normative driver used for programmed control,as-a' cueing
device. -The "advisor" will not affect the student's freedom to do what he
.Wants..
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